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that breeds during the spring and summer in bays and
estuaries along the east coast of North America. Offspring
produced early in the breeding season experience low
Balanced (1 to 1) sex ratios are thought to evolve by a
temperatures that cause most larvae to differentiate into
process known as frequency-dependent selection of the
females; high temperatures that prevail during the late
minority sex. Five populations of a fish with genetically
breeding season cause most offspring produced then to
based variation in temperature-dependent sex
become male. Previous experiments have conclusively
determination were maintained for 5 to 6 years in artificial
shown that temperature exerts a direct influence on
constant-temperature environments that initially caused
primary sex differentiation rather than causing sex-specific
the sex ratio to be highly skewed. Increases in the
mortality [5]. The influence of major genes on sex
proportion of the minority sex occurred in subsequent
determination is indicated by large nonadditive effects of
generations until a balanced sex ratio was established,
parentage on the response of sex ratio to temperature
thus confirming a central premise underlying the theory of within families [6]. Moreover, the degree of genetic control
sex-ratio evolution.
differs greatly with latitude [7]. In South Carolina fish, the
sex ratio changes by as much as 70% with temperature.
FISHER WAS THE FIRST TO EXPLAIN why many
The sex ratio of Nova Scotia fish, however, is insensitive to
species tend to invest equally in the production of sons
temperature, suggesting complete genetic control. Fish
and daughters [1]. Because every offspring has one
from New York show an intermediate sex ratio response to
mother and father, the contribution of genes from each sex temperature.
to succeeding generations must be equal. If one sex is
less numerous, its per capita contribution is higher and
In nature, the normal pattern of seasonal change in
genes that overproduce the minority sex should therefore
temperature usually results in a sex ratio close to 0.5 [5].
increase until the primary sex ratio is balanced. Fisher’s
When progeny from a natural population are transferred to
model hinges on frequency-dependent selection: an
a constant-temperature environment, however, the
evolutionary process where the fitness of a phenotype is
resulting sex ratio can be highly skewed. We established
dependent on the relative frequency of other phenotypes
five separate laboratory populations of silversides that
in the population. Fisher’s theory has gained widde
constantly experienced either a high or low temperature
acceptance: it potentially accounts for the widespread
environment during development each generation. Two
occurrence of sex-determining mechanisms, such as
populations were started in 1984 by randomly subdividing
heterogamety, that ensure the production of 1:1 sex ratios a common stock of several thousand newly hatched larvae
and it is the foundation for virtually all adaptive sex ratio
that were collected as embryos from South Carolina [8].
theory [2].
One such population was reared during the
temperature-sensitive period at 28 [degrees] C (SC-H) and
Serious doubts have arisen because balanced sex ratios
the other at 17 [degrees] C (SC-L). This produced sex
could also simply be a nonadaptive consequence of
ratios (F/F+M) that were skewed in the initial generation
Mendelian segregation of sex chromosomes [3]. Moreover, toward opposite extremes: 0.18 in SC-H, 0.70 in SC-L.
the only direct evidence is the same observation that
Fish in each line were reared to maturity and allowed to
originally generated the model: the ubiquity of species that spawn en masse in laboratory tanks [9]. Their progeny
have balanced sex ratios in nature [4]. The dilemma has
were reared at the same high or low temperature during
been that the sex-determining mechanisms of many of
the sensitive period of larval development as were their
these species contain little (if any) genetic variation and,
parents. After the sensitive period, juvenile fish were
therefore, may not be capable of evolving. Is
subsampled to estimate the sex ratio [10] and about 100
frequency-dependent selection such a potent evolutionary remaining fish were reared to sexual maturity [11].
process that dioecious species capable of producing
Subsequent generations were treated to a like manner.
unbalanced primary sex ratios are rare?
Two other populations were established in 1985 with
field-collected New York embryos and maintained as
A species ideally suited for directly testing Fisher’s theory
above, but in these lines the initial sex ratios at 28
is the Atlantic silverside, Menidia menidia. In this fish, sex [degrees] C (NY-H) and 17 [degrees] C (NY-L) were 0.05
is determined by the joint effects of temperature and major and 0.29, respectively. The fifth population was founded in
sex-determining genes during a specific period of larval
1985 with embryos from Nova Scotia, where the sex ratio
development [5]. The Atlantic silverside is an annual fish
is close to 0.5 at all temperatures. This laboratory
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population (NS-H) was reared at 28 [degrees] C each
generation [12].
There are five possible general outcomes to this
experiment. (i) No changes in sex ratio among
generations. (ii) Random changes in sex ratio as might be
caused by the effects of genetic drift. (iii) Shifts in sex ratio
depending directly on thermal environment (that is, all high
temperature lines change in a like manner, all low lines in
another). (iv) Increases in the proportion of the majority
sex, perhaps leading to the loss of one sex. (v) Increases
in the proportion of the minority sex, with convergence of
the sex ratio to 0.5. Only alternative (v) would support
Fisher’s theory. Note that we can distinguish between
alternatives (iii) and (v) because the SC-L line begins with
a female excess while the NY-L line begins with a male
excess. Moreover, the NS-H population serves a control
because its sex ratio starts at 0.5 and is therefore not
expected to change.
Changes in sex ratio closely followed the predictions of
Fisher’s theory. Increase in the minority sex occurred in
each of the four populations that started with skewed sex
ratios (Fig. 1). In three populations (SC-H, NY-H, and
NY-L), the sex ratio leveled off at 0.5. More generations
are needed to verify that the sex ratio in SC-L is going to
stabilize at 0.5. As expected, the control population, NS-H,
maintained a sex ratio near 0.5 throughout the experiment.
The trajectory by which the sex ratio of each population
approached 0.5 differed greatly among the populations
(Fig. 1). One population reached 0.5 in generation one
(NY-H), another approached 0.5 more gradually (SC-H),
and still another initially overshot 0.5 by a considerable
margin (SC-L), and then gradually approached 0.5. These
differences in trajectory deserve further study, but they are
not particularly surprising given that the genetic control of
sex determination in fish from South Carolina, New York,
and Nova Scotia differs substantially [7].
Significant deviations away from 0.5 occurred in several
cases after a balanced sex ratio had become established
(for example, generations two, five, and seven of the NS-H
line, Fig. 1E). This result is not unexpected, nor is it at
odds with Fisher’s theory. The sex ratio is selectively
neutral at the equilibrium level of 0.5 [2]. Given that our
laboratory populations are small [11] and that sex
determination within populations is genetically variable [6],
shifts away from 0.5 can occur when the sex ratio is
balanced, due to the random effects of genetic drift.
Whenever departures from 0.5 occur, however,
frequency-dependent selection has an opportunity to
operate.

An alternative way of elucidating the effect of
frequency-dependent selection on the laboratory
populations is to examine the direction of sex ratio change
following each generation where the sex ratio was skewed.
Summed over all five populations, there were 19
generations where the sex ratio differed significantly from
0.5. In 18 of these instances, the proportion of the minority
sex increased in the next generation (the exception was
over generations two to three in the SC-L line). Genetic
drift acting alone would have produced random changes in
sex ratio. Our results, therefore, provided persuasive
evidence of the effect of frequency-dependent selection on
sex ratio evolution.
We have also explored whether frequency-dependent
selection has altered the level of environmental (ESD) as
opposed to genetic sex determination (GSD) within each
of the laboratory populations. Several theoretical analyses
have shown that ESD is adaptive if, and only if, the
environment that offspring enter varies in a manner that
effects the fitness of males and female differently [13].
Otherwise, the skewed sex ratios caused by environmental
variability would result in frequency-dependent selection
for strict GSD [14]. Because, in our experiment, ESD
cannot be adaptive (all offspring within a population enter
the same constant environment) and because the sex ratio
is initially skewed, we would expect the level of ESD within
each line to decline across generations. We measured
changes in the level of ESD by rearing some offspring
from each generation of each population at the
temperature extreme opposite to that of their parental line.
Results so far have been promising: the level of ESD has
declined initially in three of the four lab populations with
ESD [15], but additional generations are required to
confirm this conclusion.
This study provides, to our knowledge, the first direct
confirmation of Fisher’s sex ratio principle [1]. Because our
model system involves a species with ESD, these findings
also have implications for the debate over the impact (if
any) of rapid changes in climate on species with ESD [16].
Our results show that given genetic variation,
sex-determining mechanisms are capable of evolving so
as to ensure continued production of a balanced sex ratio,
even after substantial perturbations.
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